
SUSQUEHANNA GROWTH HACKS

ACCOUNT-BASED MARKETING (ABM)  
IN 90 DAYS



As growth-stage companies evolve their go-to-market strategy and begin chasing larger deals, many 
start looking at “Account-Based Marketing” (ABM) as a method for being more effective and precise in 
their “spearfishing” of accounts. Whether you’re an ABM beginner or expert, most people look at the 
prospect of rolling out or developing an ABM program at their company and realize how daunting it 
can be: Where do I start? Do I need to be all-in? Strategic or programmatic? What do I prioritize?

This growth hack seeks to simplify the approach to applying ABM practices within an organization. ABM, a 
focused strategy that aims to win a few large, strategic deals at targeted accounts (versus smaller deals at 
a large number of accounts) is generally better suited for SaaS/technology companies that have:

• A product/service with high ($100K+) average annual contract value

• A long or complex sales cycle (that involves multiple stakeholders/departments)

• 20%+ of customers contributing 80%+ to revenue

• A well-defined ideal customer profile

• A need to create the buying event (versus responding to RFPs)

After helping growth-stage business-to-business technology companies shift their focus to be  
account-based, we’ve simplified the approach along a 90-day timeline. There is no “one-size-fits-all” 
solution at any company, but following a rough timeline—and adapting it to your company’s context 
and needs—can help you stay focused. One of our portfolio companies has already experienced a 
37 percent increase in closing pipeline and won deals with a 4.3x increase in average annual contract 
value (ACV) compared to their historical average since their ABM launch, despite slowly scaling their 
account-based function while maintaining a portion of their current go-to-market motion.

We hope you find this useful, and we look forward to your feedback.

ABOUT SGE 
Susquehanna Growth Equity (SGE) is unlike the typical investment model: our firm is backed solely by bootstrapped  

entrepreneurs. This enables us to invest on your timeline and be incredibly flexible in our investment size and structure,  

as well as in how we work with our entrepreneurs. We are consistently partnering with and coaching our entrepreneurs  

with the long game in mind…

When we partner with you, we promise to offer guidance, while not forcing an operational playbook often imposed by our 

peers. We’d love to join you on your journey and be a trusted advisor as you grow your business. If you’re actively raising or 

considering raising capital, we would love to speak with you. Please don’t hesitate to reach out to us at info@sgep.com.

Disclaimer: This publication contains general information and is not intended to be comprehensive nor to provide investment, legal, tax or other 
professional advice or services. This publication is not a substitute for such professional advice or services, and it should not be acted on or relied upon 
or used as a basis for any investment or other decision or action that may affect you or your business. Before taking any such decision, you should 
consult suitability qualified professional advisers. SGE does not serve as your investment, legal, tax or other professional. SGE does not control you or 
the decisions you make with respect to investment, legal, tax or other professional advice. Although reasonable effort has been made to ensure the 
accuracy of the information contained in this publication, this cannot be guaranteed and neither SGE nor any of its subsidiaries or any affiliate thereof 
or other related entity shall have any liability to any person or entity which relies on the information contained in this publication, including incidental 
or consequential damages arising from errors or omissions. Each situation related to these materials is unique and needs individualized analysis.   
Any such reliance is solely at the user’s risk.
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ABM is an evolution of the named account model. The changes as part of the evolution  
primarily concern:

• From buying event or lead focused to understanding the end-to-end customer journey

•  From discrete sales and marketing processes to creating cross-functional alignment (marketing, 
sales, customer success, etc.) for a broader scope of the traditional field sales model

•  From many accounts per rep to greater focus on fewer accounts: overall and by rep coverage 
(accounts per rep)

• From ad-hoc to being more systematic about demand signals across the go-to-market engine

For companies that do not have a named account model (e.g. inbound or high-velocity only),  
we typically see them carving off their highest potential accounts into ABM tiers.  For companies 
that have an existing named account model, we often see a full transition end-of-year, with partial 
transitions (to minimize account coverage disruption) mid-year or if the company wants to  
undertake A/B testing of both the traditional and new approach

We had to get to a shared definition of what  
ABM was, how it was different from the  
previous model, and what we wanted to  
achieve from it. Once we had that shared  
understanding, we were able to come together under  
a shared program and create shared KPIs/goals.” 
– ANNE COGAN, HEAD OF EMEA MARKETING, POPPULO

“

How is this different from the  
Named Account Model?
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No, the “M” for “Marketing” in “ABM” is a bit of a misnomer. While we still use the widely-accepted 
acronym, “ABM” for reader purposes, we frequently use “ABM” and “AB” (“Account-Based”)  
interchangeably  because this is not just a marketing strategy.

AB efforts frequently stem from marketing leadership, but require cross-functional coordination and 
effort with other departments (including sales, product, etc.) for success.

Sales people talk in terms of the art of the  
deal and marketing people talk in terms of  
art of the program. This means that  
marketing people typically talk in terms of  
conversion percentages and velocities, but never 
mention a single person or account’s name.  
Simultaneously, sales people only talk in terms of  
individual people and accounts with little interest in 
developing operational scale. By aligning sales and 
marketing more closely to partner on specific  
accounts, both teams are speaking in the same  
language for once.” 
– URVISH VASHI , VP MARKETING, HIGHRADIUS

“

Account-Based Marketing:  
Is this a Marketing Initiative?
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This growth hack is structured in the framework below. Our structure splits the 90 days into 3 trimesters (plus 
insight into the period post-launch), as well as workstreams (strategy, people, process, tools). Each initiative in 
the 90 days has a corresponding letter (which also acts as a table of contents).

0-30 31-60 61-90 POST-LAUNCH

STRATEGY PEOPLE PROCESS TOOLS

A. Establish the core team J. Create targeted account 
lists

L. Prep the website & content P. Continually measure & adjust

R. Identify gaps

S. Mitigate issues

Q. If successful, consider scaling

O. Operationalize the plan

M. Make decisions on tech 
stack

N. Discovery on targeted 
accounts

K. Determine attribution 
process

C. Calculate & quantify 
the opportunity

D. Create the strategy

F. Create the process flow

I. Run a tech stack 
evaluation

G. Identify the extended 
AB team

H. Conduct an onboarding 
meeting

E. Determine: tiers,  
accounts per, tactics

B. Create the ICP

The 90-Day Plan
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         ESTABLISH THE CORE TEAM

Identify the core team members that are accountable to the ABM program’s success. With the core team, 
determine which person should be the final, single point of accountability. Decide with the core team how 
frequently you want to meet and check in on AB progress. The core team typically consists of the following 
roles, if they exist within an organization:

• Head of Revenue (e.g. CRO)

• Head of Marketing (e.g. CMO)

• Head of Sales (e.g. VP of Sales)

• Head of IT or Database Administrator

0-30 31-60 61-90 POST-LAUNCH

At the management level, we created a  
steering committee (heads of sales of both  
regions, head of marketing, etc.) that met  
every month. We discussed how we were  
doing on ABM and how we were tracking.” 
– ANNE COGAN, HEAD OF EMEA MARKETING, POPPULO

“

A

Days 0-30
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Fit + 
Intent +
Engaged

Fit + 
Intent

Fit 

TAM

Your ICP

         CREATE THE IDEAL CUSTOMER PROFILE (ICP)

An ICP is essential for your team to come to an agreement on what an “ideal” target account means, and 
to thereby target the right accounts. Involve multiple departments (e.g. customer success, marketing, 
sales ops, sales, finance, etc.)

Base scores on traits such as:

• Firmographic (e.g. company size, industry, # of employees, # of locations, growth rate, etc.).

• Technographic (insights into companies’ current technology choices and buying signals for future choices).

• Behavioral trigger events (e.g. significant M&A activity in the last 3 years).

•  Customer tech stack and other commonalities (e.g. Are many of your closed/won accounts  
SAP ERP customers? Does an account have a higher likelihood of being a targeted account if it is an  
SAP ERP customer?).

B

Days 0-30
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We’ve decided to target 18 accounts. We’re  
running 1:1 campaigns with each of them.  
In selecting the 18, I made my team ask the  
question: what’s an ideal firm for this company?  
Where do we have the best fit? What companies do we 
match with? It’s not a wish list – it’s a matter of do  
they actually fit? Is there a mutual two-way need?”
– ERICA FIDEL, VP MARKETING, REAL CAPITAL ANALYTICS

“

          CALCULATE AND QUANTIFY THE OPPORTUNITY: TOTAL ADDRESSABLE MARKET (TAM), 
FIT, FIT + INTENT, FIT + INTENT + ENGAGED

Why: Your calculations from your Total Available Market down to your “hottest” customers (fit + intent + 
engaged) will inform your strategy, Ideal Customer Profile (ICP), and sales velocity. 

Some helpful definitions: 

•  Ideal Customer Profile (ICP) is a set of definitions to better sift through which accounts should be  
targeted accounts due to their likelihood of becoming high-value customers.  

• TAM is the revenue from every logo that could buy your product.

•  Fit is all the accounts that fit your ICP. You should flag these accounts in your CRM system.

•  Fit + intent = those that follow the above description and are actively looking up what your solution offers 
(not necessarily on your site – can be external).

•  Fit + intent + engagement = those that follow the above description and are looking up your product or 
service (i.e. are on your website, looking up reviews about you on the web, etc.). Actively target these  
accounts. If you’re calculating and finding accounts in this sweet spot correctly, you have a much higher 
likelihood of finding, winning, and closing optimal accounts.

When you know how many accounts fit each description, you’ll be able to create better ICPs and the tiers 
you want to create for allocating and prioritizing accounts.

C

Days 0-30
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Note that your ICP is not equal to fit + intent + engaged. Ideal Customers can be a great fit, but not  
necessarily be engaged with your product/service yet. This is where your ABM tactics come in so you can 
“reel them in.”

Your ICP can stem from anecdotal attributes, but need to be validated by data by the time it is agreed upon 
and used. Ensure it can be summarized in 4-6 attributes (2-3 core + 2-3 additional criteria) and can be easily 
understood/memorized. Refer below for an example.

CORE 
CRITERIA

ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTION

Company size 10,000+ employees

Industries Finance, SaaS, real estate

Growth Growing 30%+ YoY

ADDITIONAL  
CRITERIA

Technology Salesforce and Marketo

Decision makers CEO and Head of Sales are primary decision makers

Days 0-30
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We picked an ACV goal we wanted to achieve  
and percentage of revenue we wanted to have  
come from this effort. We additionally picked  
an average deal size we wanted to achieve  
from ABM, which informed what kind of pipeline we  
needed to create, how many demos we needed to do, etc.”
– ANNE COGAN, HEAD OF EMEA MARKETING, POPPULO

“

         CREATE THE STRATEGY: GOALS AND BENCHMARKS FOR SUCCESS

Before you begin, establish and agree on “what success will look like.” What is the strategy?

Ensure your team is aligned and looking to tie their actions to a common goal. For example, if one of your 
benchmarks for success is a revenue goal, help your team focus on hitting their quarter or year-end goal by 
creating 1-2 buying events. Strategically closing 1-2 deals on the AB side can yield greater results compared to 
10+ deals from high-velocity, smaller-accounts.

Compare benchmarks for ABM targeted accounts (e.g. revenue) with non-ABM accounts to evaluate whether 
ABM was a driver for significantly higher success. Ideally, take your most promising/suitable accounts for ABM 
and divide them randomly between an ABM program and your traditional model to compare performance 
without bias.  Over the long-term, look at retention and LTV: these metrics in tandem with revenue will inform 
the actual worth of your “hot” accounts.

D

Days 0-30
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Establish ABM metrics for KPIs. Some examples:

• Customer Lifetime Value (LTV)

• Pipeline growth

• Pipeline velocity

•  Engagement (site visits, content downloads,  
executive engagement, etc.)

• Win rate (deals closed)

•  Average Annual Contract Value (ACV) or Bookings: 
growth, total tied to ABM

Note that ACV is the most important metric –  
not pipeline. Keeping some focus on pipeline  
helps ensure you have a healthy flow of target  
accounts throughout the pipeline stages, but  
getting to the finish line (i.e. producing revenue)  
is what points to whether or not your ABM  
program is succeeding. 

PIPELINE & BOOKINGS

Conversion 
 rate

YoY 
change

3% 7%

5% 12%

2% 3%

2% 5%

4% 20%

Current Funnel & Growth

Inquiry

MQA

SAA

SQA

Closed- 
Won

3,000

1,000

230

90

24

MQA: Marketing Qualified Account

SAA: Sales Accepted Account

SQA: Sales Qualified Account

Q1-18

63

100

90

80

70

60

50

10

9

8

7

6

70

Q2-18

75

Q3-18

68

Q4-18

89

Q1-19

91

Q2-19

Pipeline Velocity Pipeline VelocityExec Engagement
Exec Engagement

ENGAGEMENT

Q1-18

5,000

4,500

4,000

3,500

3,000

2,500

2,000

9,200

9,000

8,800

8,600

8,400

8,200

8,000

7,800
Q2-18 Q3-18 Q4-18 Q1-19 Q2-19

Site Visits

Content Downloads

Downloads Visits ACV LTV

HEALTH

Q1-18

35

34

33

32

31

30

29

28

27

26

25

400

380

360

340

320

300

280

260
Q2-18 Q3-18 Q4-18 Q1-19 Q2-19

ACV ($M)

LTV (Months)

Days 0-30
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         DETERMINE TIERS, # OF ACCOUNTS PER TIER, AND TACTICS

Why? Tiering is important to help you determine how many resources to allocate toward particular  
accounts. This forces deliberate prioritization so your chances of success with high-value accounts  
(“ideal customers”) are increased. 

Decide the number of tiers and targeted accounts per tier (note that you are not assigning accounts to 
tiers yet – segmenting and prioritizing specific accounts can come later):

• Start smaller than you think: ABM is about spearfishing.

• The majority of your budget, time, and resources should go toward the top tiers.

• Focus on highest impact first.

• Once you get the top tier honed down, you can adapt and expand to the other tiers.

•  For example: 10 named accounts in Tier 1, 20 in Tier 2, 30 in Tier 3. The rest can be part of your existing 
sales motion, since it’s still possible that you can win accounts outside of your top tiers.

Note that this needs to come after your team has defined the ICP, since this along with your TAM  
and fit + intent + engagement calculations help inform how many accounts are attainable in the market, 
which informs how many accounts should be allocated per tier. Your top-tier accounts fit your ICP  
and fit in the “sweet spot” of having high fit + intent + engagement.

           CREATE THE PROCESS FLOW (FROM THE CUSTOMER’S PERSPECTIVE)

Frustrations during long sales cycles often stem from lack of understanding of the customer experience, 
and best practices behind educating the customer through the funnel. Seek to understand:

• Common steps.

• Average time in each stage.

•  Where the pain points are – Where do customers get stuck? What can be done to prevent them from  
getting stuck? Can you do something earlier on in the journey to mitigate for this time?

E

F

Days 0-30
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This understanding of process flow will inform touch points (message and/or cadence), and how they 
should differ depending on the segment/tier. Some examples:

•  If a targeted account comes from a particular segment (e.g. industry or vertical), they should  
receive emails or other types of messaging that is created and geared for that segment (e.g. industry- 
specific references).

•  Some organizations break up accounts and apply engagement on a sprint, then test another aspect  
of engagement (e.g. landing page, success rate of email versus postcard, etc.) to hone down what  
works best along what cadence.

•  You are likely to pay for more engagement (especially greater frequency) from top-tier accounts.  
For marketing, this will typically be ads, direct mail, and more. For sales and account management,  
this will typically include personalized emails, calls, LinkedIn messages, and more – to various  
stakeholders within an account. Customer success should be prioritizing top-tier accounts (if they  
are existing customers) to ensure usage, adoption, and value, so they can more effectively conduct 
QBRs and contribute to upsell identification and conversations. 

Based on the touch points, determine when to introduce content pieces along the customer journey:

• You should generally put the best, top-of-funnel content first.

•  If you have the right technology for this, you can pass the data onto a marketing automation platform  
so that you know when to pass someone (an account) onto the sales team.

• Remember fit + intent + engaged? Engaged accounts are the most likely to turn into deals.

•  Over time, test the journey along which you’re nurturing people within accounts. What content do  
executives tend to enjoy the most? What do they tend to read first? What do they tend to read right 
before they talk to a sales rep – where the conversation’s outcome is successful? What content makes 
people curious and gets them to binge?

• Let your content guide the conversation.

•  When you pass a lead to a salesperson, make sure they know what the last pieces of content were that 
they downloaded, webinar attended, etc. This is useful for the conversation the sales rep will have –  
educate individuals; don’t “show up and throw up.” In addition, the salesperson can ask about the  
content piece to gauge how well it resonated: specific feedback should be funneled back to marketing.

Days 0-30
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We love how Pathfactory defines the “four signals” behind engagement, calling it “engaged intent.”

•  Appetite for information: How much content is the person consuming? How much time are they  
spending with that information?

•  Specific interest: What kind of content are they looking at? What are they interested in? Are they getting 
into specific aspects of the product?

•  Education: Where is my buyer on the journey? Are they consuming a lot of top-of-funnel content,  
or looking into the weeds (e.g. customer reviews)?

• Openness (to your company): Does my buyer want to download content from me?

We measure engagement based on lead  
scoring. We score based on demographics  
(title, geography, size of the company) and  
behaviors (if a lead opens an email he or she  
will get 1 point, click on the email another point, views our  
pricing page 4 points etc.). We send leads to SDRs according  
to their combined score. Leads that are borderline (great  
demographic score, but behavior score is too low) get emails 
with personalized content offerings using Uberflip. The email 
contains a link to a personalized landing page. (the company 
logo and several content pieces).”
– MAYA ROTENBERG , VP MARKETING, WHITESOURCE

“

Days 0-30
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         IDENTIFY THE EXTENDED AB TEAM

Use people and process/related gaps identified thus far to establish the team. What gaps are you  
facing that could potentially prevent successful ABM execution? Do you need to make any hires, adjust  
existing roles, etc.?

Who should be involved in AB? (Will your entire sales, marketing, customer success, etc., teams convert from 
leads to accounts?) This also depends on when your transition is occurring – see above, “Does the 90-Day 
Plan Imply a 100% Transition to ABM?” Most frequently we see (and what we would recommend is) a split 
between the focus on high-velocity versus account-based groups on both sales and marketing. Ensure the 
teams are incented differently per the differing goals and pipelines.

Establish role descriptions for each person you’re peeling off for AB. Note that ownership of accounts, ratios, 
etc., will depend on and vary with industry, ACV, etc. However, we’ve created some example  
must-have roles and descriptions that we think are critical to AB success:

•  Account Executives (AE): typically the primary liaison with individuals at the account, who shape the  
AB strategy.

•  Sales Development Representatives (SDR): assist AEs by researching accounts (developing an  
understanding of the org, what needs/points to speak to, etc.), updating CRM/other AB-focused tools, and 
creating content/messaging to be used for targeted accounts. For every SDR, there should be ~2-3 AEs.

•  AB Marketers: drives the AB strategy, coordinates on campaigns, tracks successes, implements  
suggestions from the sales side. Consider hiring industry experts on the marketing side if you’re  
focused on industries or verticals that require a subject matter expert.

•  Program Manager: manage and develop the overarching strategy, orchestrating cross-functional 
touch points.

•  Operations (e.g. marketing operations, sales operations, etc.): tag accounts in CRM, bridge tech  
and enablement between go-to-market reps and IT.

Some nice-to-have roles:

•  Industry marketer: subject matter expert. May collaborate on corporate campaigns that require nuance 
and understanding

•  Product marketer or manager: expert on product and updates, communicates to product team gaps/
needs as communicated by customers/prospects. In some businesses, this role (as well as industry  
marketer) can make an enormous difference in a sale.

G

Days 0-30
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We find that getting help (e.g. investor’s value creation team, service providers, etc.) with org restructuring, 
compensation/incentives, and more can be helpful. Ensuring you have the right roles, reporting structure, and 
method of incenting people to seek high-value deals (despite these deals potentially being more complex/
longer, requiring more patience, etc.) is critical to successful execution.

Note that compensation/incentives shouldn’t just change for sales reps/account managers. CSMs can play 
an integral role in ABM—if you have them participating (which you should), they need to be incented to help 
identify and contribute to expansion opportunities. In these cases, variable comp cannot be based solely on 
renewals, but on upsell as well. (Refer to our growth hack, “Accelerating Growth Through Your Customer’s 
Success” for more on this topic).

As previously mentioned, ABM is the evolution of the go-to-market model, entailing broader cross-functional 
alignment. This means sales should think like marketing, and marketing should think like sales. If you’re hiring 
an ABM-focused role or converting an existing team player from a lead-focused to target account-focused 
ABM role, some qualities to look for:

•  Proven experience successfully working cross-functionally (between sales, marketing, revenue operations)

•  Ability to apply data and metrics to decisions (e.g., conversion ratios, demand signals, etc.)

•  Understanding of marketing’s impact on sales enablement and demand generation/pipeline

In parallel with gap identification and hiring, keep in mind that you should be training and enabling sales,  
sales development, and sales ops (this doesn’t necessarily have to take place in Days 0-30).

What breaks through the noise level is the  
ability to deliver a timely and highlight-relevant  
(and by extension, personalized) message to  
the buyer. As a result, the “message” – whether  
it comes in the form of email scripts or personalized cover  
letters to an existing asset (e.g. whitepaper, benchmarking  
report, etc.) - requires real thought from someone that in  
most organizations looks like a product marketer or pre-sales  
engineer (even if they are junior versions of either).”
– URVISH VASHI , VP MARKETING, HIGHRADIUS

“

Days 0-30
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We’ve been operationalizing a marketing mantra  
of ‘looking more like a sales organization than a  
traditional marketing organization.’ What that  
means is that we are starting to ask the people  
that ‘own’ a set of accounts to not just manage them,  
but also do regular pipeline reviews with their leads on the  
specific game plan and short-term forecast for pipeline  
generation (for us, near-term SQLs).”
– URVISH VASHI , VP MARKETING, HIGHRADIUS

“

We set up hubs of teams for account coverage:  
a marketing person, a sales person, and an SDR.  
Each team worked on a suite of accounts  
together, from Tier 1 down to Tier 3. They shared  
learnings and successes, which funneled to the steering  
group to share with the wider team.”
– ANNE COGAN , HEAD OF EMEA MARKETING, POPPULO

“

Days 0-30
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         CONDUCT AN ONBOARDING MEETING

Get your team excited about ABM! Find ways to celebrate and share successes along the way: this should all 
start with an onboarding meeting where you will make clear what AB will mean for everyone. The more  
effectively you handle this, the more people will want to adjust their mindsets and methods to AB.

Prepare for the meeting by explaining what you’re trying to accomplish, why, and results you’re aiming for. 
You will continue to meet with these same attendees in the future on a regular cadence pre- and post-
launch, but the purpose of this meeting is initial alignment.

You don’t need to have this all figured out at this meeting, but be prepared to field questions concerning 
quota and territory management. You’re likely going to want to distribute tiered accounts so each AB rep has 
a mixture (of tier 1, tier 2, etc.).

•  If you’re transitioning mid-year, aim to change account distribution minimally and maintain existing  
coverage (unless you later find that you were completely wrong in named account selection).  
Making dramatic changes mid-year can be incredibly disruptive to quota-carrying reps (sales, CSMs, AMs).

• If you’re heading into a new fiscal year, there is likely more room to significantly adjust territories.

We got pushback initially, ‘oh we did this and  
tried it, but it didn’t work.’ We explained how this  
was different: this involved programmatic support.  
We were creating a collaborative function to  
deliver better. One of the things we struggled with is that  
marketing put out a lot of content, but there was a gap in  
understanding that content and when it should be served.  
We educated sales on what the content was, when to send it,  
the workflows (based on individuals/messaging needed), etc. 
They quickly saw the advantage of using those workflows  
and the purpose of the content.”
– ANNE COGAN , HEAD OF EMEA MARKETING, POPPULO

“

H

Days 0-30
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          RUN A TECH STACK EVALUATION

Some things to consider in your evaluation:

•  Make sure you have the right people involved in this discussion. Typically, we find that IT or finance are  
integral in informing the discussion on what’s possible and useful as it pertains to your wider tech stack.

•  Which of those gaps are process- or people- versus tool-related?  We recommend not trying to solve  
process- or people-related issues with technology. Get the process right with low tech, then use tech to 
scale where appropriate.

•  Make a list of tech tools that you want to evaluate, get demos of, etc., that concentrate on the pain points/
gaps you’ve identified.

•  Pull in your network, your investor’s value creation team, etc., for advice on tech stack. Evaluate and  
talk with competitors of the tools you’re evaluating – it gives you leverage if/when you are ultimately  
negotiating pricing and terms.

• Consider creating and/or using a framework as part of your evaluation.

One of the things I would’ve done differently  
from a marketing perspective is better  
understanding IT’s role. It would’ve helped us  
hone down on criteria for account selection  
and made an impact on ICP.”
– ANNE COGAN , HEAD OF EMEA MARKETING, POPPULO

“
I

Days 0-30
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ABM Tech Stack | Evaluation Categories
RESEARCH & ENABLEMENT ENGAGEMENT IDENTIFICATION SCALABILITY OTHER

Market research Account 
prioritization

Organization 
research

Campaign 
automation Optimization Contact 

matching Measurement Services

Market Sizing ICP development CRM & tag 
management

Marketing 
automation

Personalized web 
landing page & 

layout

Purchase intent 
recognition

Business 
Intelligence Consultancy

Account scoring & 
prioritization

Contact 
identification

Omnichannel 
campaign 

development

Journey mapping 
(preferably 
predictive)

Lead identification Attribution ABM training

Account data & 
mapping Contact mapping

Outbound 
workflow and 
orchestration

A/B testing IP matching

Organization 
coverage Chat experience L2A matching & 

routing

Contact 
development

Programmatic 
ABM

ABM Tech Stack | Evaluation Framework

CATEGORY: 
Account 
prioritization

Pain Current solution Possible solution Priority Vetting status

ICP development Medium Excel, Salesforce Radius Medium • Scheduled demo
• Still identifying gaps with current solutions

Account scoring 
& prioritization High None Everstring, Mintigo High

• Demo with both
• Set up meetings with finance and IT to discuss needs
• To discuss with core team at upcoming meeting

Account data & 
mapping Medium DiscoverOrg Bombora, Dun & 

Bradstreet Low • Still identifying gaps with current solutions

Download The Framework >

EXAMPLE ABM TECH STACK (CATEGORIES)

EXAMPLE TECH EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

Days 0-30

https://www.dropbox.com/s/e9jfz7a1dpwm8z1/SGE%20-%20ABM%20tech%20stack%20framework.pdf?dl=0
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You don’t have to make a decision in the first 30 days. This is when you should start considering tech stack 
categories and options, then schedule conversations to run an evaluation. (Refer to Days 61-90 for a  
framework on making a decision.)

Prioritize tool-related pain points or categories by impact (if mitigated), as well as whether it warrants a  
low versus high tech solution. Refer to the example below on tech stack categories for which we would  
recommend having high tech (versus low tech) solutions.

KEY:    Red = Must have high tech solution  
Gold = Can do low tech, but high tech can greatly improve efficiency (assuming you have the right process/people structure in place)  
No color = Can get by with low tech 

ABM Tech Stack | High Tech Solution Categories
RESEARCH & ENABLEMENT ENGAGEMENT IDENTIFICATION SCALABILITY OTHER

Market research Account 
prioritization

Organization 
research

Campaign 
automation Optimization Contact 

matching Measurement Services

Market Sizing ICP development CRM & tag 
management

Marketing 
automation

Personalized web 
landing page & 

layout

Purchase intent 
recognition

Business 
Intelligence Consultancy

Account scoring & 
prioritization

Contact 
identification

Omnichannel 
campaign 

development

Journey mapping 
(preferably 
predictive)

Lead identification Attribution ABM training

Account data & 
mapping Contact mapping

Outbound 
workflow and 
orchestration

A/B testing IP matching

Organization 
coverage Chat experience L2A matching & 

routing

Contact 
development

Programmatic 
ABM

HIGH- VS. LOW-TECH CATEGORIES

Days 0-30
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ABM Tech Stack | Example tech stack

RESEARCH & ENABLEMENT ENGAGEMENT IDENTIFICATION SCALABILITY OTHER

Market research Account 
prioritization

Organization 
research

Campaign 
automation Optimization Contact 

matching Measurement Services

Mintigo Mintigo Salesforce Marketo, Hubspot, 
Marin, Pardot

Leadpages, 
Instapage, 
Unbounce

Bombora, 
Everstring, Mintigo

Tableau, DOMO
SiriusDecisions, 

TOPO, X-Growth, 
ITSMA

Mintigo, Everstring Data.com, 
ZoomInfo, Mintigo

Engagio, Terminus Pathfactory MRP Prelytix Bizible, LeanData 
InsightSquared

SiriusDecisions, 
TOPO

ZoomInfo, LinkedIn 
Sales Navigator, 

DiscoverOrg
Orgchart Plus Engagio, Outreach

VWO, Unbounce, 
Google Optimize, 

Instapage

KickFire, 
Demandbase, 

Marketo

Orgchart Plus Drift, Intercom LeanData, 
RingLead

Hubspot
Terminus, 

Demandbase, 
ListenLoop

EXAMPLE TECH STACK (EXAMPLE SOLUTIONS)

Days 0-30
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          CREATE THE TARGETED ACCOUNT LISTS: DECIDE THE ACCOUNTS THAT YOUR TIERS  
(DEFINED IN DAY 0-30) WILL BE COMPOSED OF

Building on the tiering exercise from the previous trimester, this initiative involves assigning your segment 
accounts to the tiers you established.

•  If doing this manually, find shared characteristics across your most valuable accounts (beyond the ICP). 
For example, do new features you’ve added to your product open the door to an unlikely vertical? Does a 
change in a company trigger a greater need for the solution you offer?

•  If doing this with a tool, it will be significantly easier to understand which accounts have intent to buy and/
or are engaged. Some AB organizations use the acronym “FIRE” to identify top-tier accounts (on top of 
F-fit, I-intent, and E-engaged, the R stands for “recency,” how long it has been since an account exhibited 
intent and engagement). 

It also helps to get a predictive tool that can help build a data-driven understanding of your most promising 
prospects, as well as allowing you to adjust ICP characteristics overtime as needed. With certain tools, you 
can gather promising insights and answer questions like:

•  Which customers or prospects are highest-value and most likely to convert?

•  What do my ideal customers look like?

•  Where are my prospects along the buyer’s journey?

•  Who is most likely to buy based on engagement?

Determine the mix of existing versus new: will your target accounts be part of your install base? ABM tends 
to be significantly easier if you start with your install base. Most B2B marketers focus here first. In most cases, 
there is plenty of room to grow and deepen relationships among existing customers. Upsell to a different 
business unit, geography, user base, etc. Cross-sell a complementary product. You know much more about 
these customers than you do about potential new customers. With existing customers, you should be much 
better at validating hypotheses and matching attributes along your ICP without a sophisticated tech stack.

0-30 31-60 61-90 POST-LAUNCH

J

Days 31-60
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         DETERMINE THE ATTRIBUTION PROCESS

Optimize conversion of your targeted accounts by deciding the process for assigning attribution.  
Attribution is great for giving credit where it’s due, but also measuring the entire customer journey.  
It’s important to understand what is contributing most to conversion and to eliminate/lessen touchpoints.  

Content isn’t the only thing that will push accounts down the funnel – it will be an orchestration of a variety  
of factors (e.g. ads, webinars, etc.). Each has value, but you want to make sure you’re allocating the right 
amount of spend in each category. Seek to understand what is/has been contributing to your top deals.

Your end-state attribution tech solution should include:

•  Multi-touch tracking (i.e. measure every step).

•  Omni-channel.

•  Account-based reporting (i.e. measures all buyers/stakeholders involved in a deal).

K

Days 31-60
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         PREP THE WEBSITE EXPERIENCE AND BE CONTENT-READY

Use the following as a baseline checklist:

   What changes need to be made to your website? Think about how this will enrich the customer 
journey that you’ve studied and outlined in the 30 days prior. How will your website lead to content 
discovery and binging? If changes are substantial and require more than 30 days, start this step in 
the prior trimester.

   Have a method of measuring impact. How much time do people spend on each page?  
Each content piece? What keeps a person’s attention? What pages, content pieces, etc., are  
associated with which stage of the sales funnel? You can use algorithms and/or tech to make  
content recommendations based on what people are viewing: allow for self-nurturing.

   Seek the icing on the cake – “post-click” engagement data. Not only can you measure the time 
people are spending on a page or with a content piece, you can analyze where on the page they 
spend time. Use this information to test and improve content.

    Create tactics and plays. Create and experiment with personalized messages and campaigns.  
Test targeted messaging against generic ones (can split 50-50).

   Ensure you have a strong content engine. Content is at the heart of ABM. Both quantity and  
quality are important. Without a strong engine, you will lack (1) the materials to lure customers 
along the buying journey (quantity), and/or (2) ample customizable content per segments or  
demographics (quality). For more on this, return to step, “Create the process flow.”

0-30 31-60 61-90 POST-LAUNCH

[The content engine] is super important. We’ve been lucky  
in that we’re content-rich. We have a team of analysts that  
put out insight and research regularly. We have a lot of  
good things to serve up. We can repurpose what we  
already have. Then, when we display ads, on our web content page,  
we can sort by different tags (like region, industry, etc.) to slice and  
dice by the targeted account that’s on the page. We put our content  
out by demographic. It’s good to have constant output of content,  
especially if it’s specific to an account’s needs.”

– ERICA FIDEL, VP MARKETING, REAL CAPITAL ANALYTICS

“

L

Days 61-90
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         MAKE SOME DECISIONS ON TECH STACK

While it’s possible, you’re probably not going to make all your tech stack decisions and have a fully built-out 
tech stack planned and implemented by the end of the 90 days. However, you can prioritize 1-2 tools that 
will close major pain points and gaps for you to successfully execute an account-based strategy.

Some factors to consider for tools:

•  Integrates with other technologies.

•  Provides actionable metrics – connect results directly to revenue.

•  Connected data – results should allow you to measure what’s working, what’s attributable to ABM, etc.

•  Reflects an account-based process, rather than just leads. You can’t have an account funnel if  
you’re still solely working with leads. In other words, you should have Lead-to-Account (L2A)  
matching capabilities (automating the connection of a lead to a named account as seen in your  
CRM so that you more properly engage with stakeholders), the ability to qualify by “Marketing  
Qualified Account” (MQA – rather than Marketing Qualified Lead) status, etc.

•  Ease/speed of implementation.

M

Days 61-90
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          USE THIS LAST TRIMESTER OF BEING “ABM-READY” FOR “DISCOVERY” ON TARGET  
ACCOUNTS IDENTIFIED

Give the AEs (who you have peeled off for ABM) the target accounts you’ve selected during days 31-60. 
The number of accounts an AE is responsible for will completely differ depending on the business, TAM, 
average annual contract value (ACV), your ABM strategy (e.g., 1:1 versus programmatic), etc. For best  
practices, refer to resources on territory coverage and management. 

During this trimester, AEs should create robust accounts plans: learn about the customers, what their  
specific needs are, and how their factors for success / pain points tie to your product/service. (Note that 
this is not a how-to on account planning – for more on this topic, please refer to additional resources.)  
AEs should take this time to map out relevant leadership and learn about the stakeholders required to win 
the deal: Do not underestimate stakeholders. A single stakeholder can be the reason why you ultimately 
lose a deal. Seek an understanding of each stakeholder’s name, title, and the role they will play as part of 
gaining approval/the sales process.. Some even read about individuals’ interests, publications, recent media 
activity, etc. Prep to tailor each sales pitch and conversation to each stakeholder.  

ABM strategies work not only because people  
think about all of the entry points into an account 
 and better orchestrate all of the touchpoints,  
but because they break through the noise of  
generic or lightly-customized message and phrases.  
Account-based marketing strategies need to find out how to 
delight and surprise their targets by being incredibly relevant. 
This means the people responsible for targeting an account 
must not only research the target, but spend equal time  
building a custom version of the general purpose marketing 
content being produced.”
– URVISH VASHI , VP MARKETING, HIGHRADIUS

“

N

Days 61-90
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         OPERATIONALIZE THE PLAN: LAUNCH!

By Day 90, you should be ready to “launch” ABM, or make external the efforts you’ve been working on over 
the past few months. Use the following as a baseline checklist to launching (in additional to the work  
delineated from the previous trimesters):

   Configure Salesforce and other tools to reflect an account-based process.

   Ensure everyone can recite the ICP.

   Check that the way you’re measuring ABM is accurate and ready.

   Set up and begin holding regular cross-functional follow-up meetings on account development/
strategy refinement.

   Ensure people involved understand what they’re responsible for, and how what they’re aiming for 
differs from what they were doing previously.

   [Marketing] Nurture stakeholders within targeted accounts with campaigns that have been in  
development: whitepapers, emails, ads, etc.

   [AEs] Work targeted accounts with supporting SDRs.

O

Days 61-90
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         CONTINUALLY MEASURE AND ADJUST

• How does ABM compare to your previous model? (traditional named account model, lead model, etc.)

• What’s working well?

• What’s not working well? What needs to be adjusted?

• Does your tiering method (number of tiers and number of accounts per tier) feel right?

• Evaluate the ICP at least annually: is this the ICP you want to use next year?

• Have you seen ROI from AB through improved close rates, increased ACV/bookings, etc.?

          IF YOUR EFFORTS HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL, CONSIDER SCALING YOUR ENTIRE  
(TRADITIONAL NAMED ACCOUNT OR PRE-ABM) MODEL TO THE NEW ABM MODEL

Go through the 90-day plan for process steps as applicable. Make sure to celebrate and share successes 
along the way for increased internal buy-in.

0-30 31-60 61-90 POST-LAUNCH

We learned to point out successes, no matter  
how minor. It was important to behavioral change  
as an organization for them to see those wins.  
They needed to know they wouldn’t get a demo  
right off the bat – the length of time was still worth it, to get  
it to that stage.”
– ANNE COGAN , HEAD OF EMEA MARKETING, POPPULO

“

P

Q

Post-launch
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          IDENTIFY GAPS: NOW THAT YOU’VE CHASED ACCOUNTS STRATEGICALLY WITH ABM, 
WHAT QUESTIONS ARE YOU STILL ASKING? WHAT DO YOU STILL FEEL IS UNKNOWN?

Seek the data that answers these questions. For example, if you’re wondering what tends to be the “trigger” 
before accounts indicate interest or readiness to sign, find the data! A/B test your content pieces (and other 
items through attribution) that drive engagement and document your processes (that lead to wins and stalls).

         MITIGATE ISSUES BY EVALUATING: IS THIS A PEOPLE, PROCESS, OR TOOL PROBLEM?

While the latter (tool) is the easy thing to jump to, the problem is typically the former (i.e. people or process). 
Seek to understand the root of the issue and make adjustments along the way as needed.

While there is now a plethora (and still growing group) of AB-focused tools out there, many organizations 
are still approaching the art of spearfishing and ABM in a largely manual way (or not purchasing tools beyond 
what they had with their previous model). While tools can optimize processes or simply be a bandaid on  
issues you encounter, it is certainly possible to make things work with what you have, as long as you  
approach your organizational and process-related elements correctly.

COMMON ISSUES EXAMPLE SOLUTIONS FIND OUT 
MORE

Rolling out an AB program without 
cross-functional alignment and buy-in

• Establish the core team A

Approaching the opportunity with  
more assumptions than data

• Calculate and quantify the opportunity
• Create the ICP
• Determine tiers, accounts, and tactics
• Determine the attribution process
• Continually measure and adjust

B, C, E, K, P

Lack of communication • Agree on the ICP
•  Create the strategy (establish goals and benchmarks)
• Identify the extended AB team
•  Conduct an onboarding meeting (then meet  

on a pre-defined, ongoing cadence)

C, D, G, H

Mistaking “success” behind ABM  
through pipeline growth without  
accompanying improved bookings

• Define success ahead of time
• Track monthly results against your definitions

D

Putting a bandaid on pain points  
with tech

• Baseline your current tech-stack, maturity, and gaps
•  Ensure any gaps are not caused by related people and 

process challenges - fix these first
•  Avoid the "big bang" - incrementally attack highest  

priority gaps and improve ABM platform over-time

I, M, S

R

S

Post-launch
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 * Focus of this growth hack

Go-to-Market:
New Customer  

Acquisition

Strategy

New customer growth strategy *

Channel strategy/introductions

International expansion

People
Sales & Marketing (S&M) organizational design (roles, responsibilities, territories) *

S&M hiring, development, retention

S&M compensation design & benchmarking

Process
S&M process design & implementation *

S&M pipeline management and forecasting (e.g., lead ranking)

Tools S&M systems/services selection, implementation, integration *

Go-to-Market:
Existing  

Customer 
Growth

Strategy Existing customer growth strategy design *

People
Account Management (AM) & Customer Success (CS) hiring, development, retention

AM & CS compensation design & benchmarking

Process AM & CS process design & implementation

Tools
AM & CS enablement (e.g., health scoring)

AM & CS systems/services selection, implementation, integration

M&A

Strategy Acquisition strategy design 

People Strategic introductions 

Process
Diligence process assistance 

Transaction process assistance 

Foundations

Strategy Long-term growth strategy design

People

Overall organization design

Executive hiring, development, retention

Executive compensation design & benchmarking

Culture & benefits

Process
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), dashboarding, benchmarking * 

Financial and board reporting process design 

Tools Non-GTM systems/services selection, implementation, integration

Product & Tech
Strategy

Product strategy and roadmap development

Pricing & packaging strategy

People Product & dev hiring

Exit

Strategy Exit strategy design

People Strategic introductions

Process
Diligence process assistance

Transaction process assistance

BEST PRACTICES FROM 60+ PORTFOLIO COMPANIES‘ GROWTH JOURNEYS


